
 
Video and image use policy and permissions 

 

The use of photographs is an important developmental tool which is widely used in play and educational 
settings for recording, sharing and displaying activities that your children have undertaken. At 
Gingerbreads we take the issue of child protection very seriously and we would never knowingly publish 
an image of your child or display your childs artwork without your consent. 
 
As part of our commitment to the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), we need to outline what 
happens to your child’s images and any footage; how they are uploaded, processed, stored and printed. 
 
We take photographs and videos using the club mobile phones. The images are automatically stored in 
the cloud in google photos. Google photos is accessed through a google account that is password 
protected. The management team have sole knowledge of the password. Photos are printed from the 
club laptop which is also password protected. Each month the mobile phones have images and videos 
wiped from their gallery. They remain however in google photos. 
 
All club mobile phones are for sole use at the clubs and only photos of club dealings are taken with 
them. All staff have access to phones to take videos or pictures. Phones for storage are in the possession 
of the management team only. They are all password protected and only staff have access to the 
passwords. 
 
Some pictures are printed for the purposes of displaying at the club or for a childs learning and 
development records. Full names are never used on photographs. 
 
Pictures & videos can be used for marketing, advertising and for the parent’s benefit. We use facebook 
for this and we also have a website where we can upload photos & videos. We also use google business as 
a form of promotion and can display photos on there also. 
 
When your child leaves the setting, all paper and electronic photographs/videos will be 
destroyed/deleted. If, however you wish to remain on our system for future services or holiday 
childcare, we can store them. 
 
Personal details or names of any child in a photograph will never be given in such a way that would allow 
them to be individually identified. Videos will not include a child’s full name. 
 
Images and videos will NOT be used for anything which may be viewed as negative in tone or that may 
cause offence, embarrassment or distress for the child or their parent or carer. 
 
This is in line with the GDPR regulations. 
 
There will be no payment for my child’s participation. 
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